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Durham University is a world-renowned centre of
teaching and research excellence. Topics such as
breathlessness, ancient manuscripts and geothermal
energy are among the many and varied areas of
research benefiting from interdisciplinary support at
the Institute of Advanced Study (IAS).
 
The IAS provides a unique environment to foster
transformational thinking by facilitating collaboration
across the full spectrum of disciplinary areas. The
Institute’s approach is distinctive: it brings together
local, national and international communities of
scholars to engage in research on broad areas, as well
as specific research projects.

The IAS’s aim to support the development of high-
quality, creative and ambitious interdisciplinary
research has remained constant from its inception in
2006. Since 2018/19 it has facilitated and supported the
development of four, major, cross-department and
interdisciplinary projects, each of which has worked
collaboratively with several visiting Fellows. The IAS
and its Directors support the project leaders in
developing capacities in these specific research areas,
in supporting the generation of research income, and in
enhancing Durham’s national and international
reputation. 

The major research projects awarded and sponsored by
the IAS during 2019/20 included: Science, Society and
Environmental Change in the First Millennium CE;
Mediation for the Twenty First Century: connecting the
local and the global; Material Imagination; and
Antibacterial Clay Therapy.

Through the IAS Fellowship Programme 19 scholars
from around the world were invited to spend three
months in Durham. 

 

Welcome from the
Directors

Fellows, project investigators and Durham researchers
embarked upon joint research conversations and
collaborations.

Fellows were also encouraged to exchange ideas with
each other, and during the course of each term a
plethora of events and activities were organised:
seminars, lectures, workshops, research conversations,
and symposia.

The attracted a diverse group of national and
internationally acclaimed scholars and practitioners.
Fellows included Professor Lia Bryant (University of
South Australia); Professor Andrea Halpern (Bucknell
University); and Professor Nelson Padilla, (Pontifical
Catholic University of Chile). Martine Miller
(International Center for Religion and Diplomacy);
Johanna Poutanen (Crisis Management Initiative) and
Irene Fellin (Istituto Affari Internazionali) collaborated
with Dr Catherine Turner (Durham Law School) and Dr
May Darwich (School of Government and International
Affairs) on Mediation for the Twenty First Century:
connecting the local and the global. Dr Elshan
Abdullayev (French-Azerbaijani University); Professor
Hailiang Dong (Miami University); Dr Sean McMahon
(University of Edinburgh) and distinguished visiting
scholar Professor Kevin Rosso (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory) worked alongside Durham’s Dr
Kimberley Jamie (Sociology) and Dr Gary Sharples
(Biosciences) on Antibacterial Clay Therapy.
The IAS major project Material Imagination, led by
Professor Margarita Staykova (Physics) and Professor
Tiago Moreira (Sociology) welcomed artist Alexandra
Carr;
cont...

See IAS Directorate
 
See the full 2019/20
Fellowship here.
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Dr Laura Forlano (Illinois Institute of Technology); Professor Torben Elgaard Jensen (Aalborg University); Professor
Wilson Poon (University of Edinburgh) and Dr Suzie Protiere (Institut Jean le Rond d’Alembert at Sorbonne
University). The 2019/20 cohort of IAS Fellows joins the IAS’s growing international College of Fellows, which now
stands at more than 260 Fellows, from hundreds of institutions worldwide. Many IAS Fellows maintain long-lasting
links with the University.
 
The Institute continued to support postgraduates and encouraged them to meet and exchange ideas with the IAS
Fellows, and to engage with the benefits and challenges of interdisciplinary research. It also sponsored a number of
postgraduate events during the year.
 
Cosin’s Hall (pictured below) continued to act as the backdrop to the IAS, its Fellows and activities. It provides
Fellows, project investigators and other researchers with a ‘thinking space’, which helps their integration into the IAS
as well as Durham’s research activities, and facilitates interdisciplinary collaboration
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Antibacterial Clay Therapy
 
Antimicrobial resistance is a global concern requiring innovative and
imaginative approaches to combat the threat to human health. New
antimicrobial agents and materials are needed now to tackle increasingly
drug resistant pathogens. The use of clay for medicinal purposes extends
back many centuries to the earliest human civilizations with the first
written records of ‘healing clays’ mentioned by Aristotle (384-322 BC).
Traditional medicine, notably in Europe, North America and Africa,
frequently harness the presumed therapeutic properties of natural clays
for treatment of gastrointestinal and wound infections. Clays with
antibacterial efficacy offer significant potential in combatting the rapid
rise in antimicrobial drug resistance.
 

The Team and Fellows
 
The project leads, Dr Kimberly Jamie (Sociology) and Dr Gary Sharples
(Biosciences), sought to investigate the elemental composition and
antibacterial effects of clays used in healing, as well as attempting to
understand how these clays were used across the world in the past, and to
evaluate their continued use and likely efficacy, incorporating input from
experts in anthropology, archaeology, geography and medical humanities.
 
This project had three major objectives: to determine the structural and
functional properties of ‘healing’ clays from selected geographies (e.g.
Azerbaijani clays); to examine the antibacterial efficacy and mode of
action of the clay samples; and to evaluate current applications of clays for
health and healing in global cultures and communities.

Involving eleven colleagues from Earth Sciences; Chemistry; Biosciences;
Anthropology; Engineering; and Archaeology, as well as undergraduate
and postgraduate students, the project has been successful in
characterising clays from diverse sources, investigating their antibacterial
properties and exploring how clays are viewed as alternative therapies.
Several unexpected themes emerged, from experiments on the influence
of clay minerals on shrimp preservation to the production of vases with
predicted antibacterial surface properties, encompassing both science and
art perspectives.
 
A detailed analysis of the mineral and elemental composition of twelve
clay samples from Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, Bangladesh and commercial
sources was undertaken. This analysis found that most did not exhibit
antibacterial activity and are unlikely to function directly in wound
treatments, though they may still possess therapeutic properties. A
broader understanding concerning individual beliefs over the therapeutic
benefits of clay has been delineated. Materiality of clay and medical
applications have been considered in the context of a modified approach
to social theory. Overall, the project led to the initiation of several projects
and collaborations, which will continue to develop, furthering the capacity
for interdisciplinary interaction.
 
Several IAS Fellows were involved in this project: Dr El Abdullayev
(French-Azerbaijani University) brought Azerbaijan clay samples from the
Baku region to Durham. Additional clays from Afghanistan, Bangladesh
and commercial sources were obtained for analysis, which Dr Abdullayev
conducted with master’s student, Poppy Wilson, to investigate the
antibacterial properties of sterilised clay samples.
 
Professor Hailiang Dong from Miami University worked closely with the
project team bringing expertise in clay purification methods and analysis.
He supplied samples of reduced nontronite clay (from South Australia) for
antibacterial testing in parallel with the other clays. The results of these
experiments will be incorporated into a collaborative paper currently in
development.
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Giving several papers across the UK and Europe
allowed Professor Dong to foster a network in the UK
and across Europe during the Fellowship. This network
will be invaluable as he develops this research further
and for potential applications in medical and
wastewater treatments. He hopes to establish an
ongoing joint research project with Dr Sharples and the
IAS’s Professor Chris Greenwell (Earth Sciences), along
with Dr Anke Neumann (Newcastle University) and
other IAS Fellows.
 
The third Fellow invited specifically to Durham for this
project was paleo-biologist Dr Sean McMahon
(University of Edinburgh), whose interest is in how
different clay minerals interact with the remains of
organisms and thereby influence the preservation of
fossils. Dr McMahon and Dr Sharples planned and
developed a new methodology to understand the
preservation mechanisms underlying the fossilisation of
soft-body parts. They found that by embedding marine
shrimps in agar they could readily monitor anatomical
changes during decay, while also recording chemical
changes in the surrounding medium using redox- and
pH-sensitive dyes. His interaction with Dr Sharples and
Professor Dong also generated new ideas for the
design of experiments to investigate fossilization. These
experiments yielded preliminary data for a grant
application (unsuccessful) to the Carnegie Trust.
 
The bringing together of a diverse cohort of Fellows
often leads to serendipitous interdisciplinary outcomes.
During the Fellowship, Dr McMahon and Fellow
Professor Jing-Bao Nie (a bioethicist from the
University of Otago) developed an idea for a
collaborative research paper on the scientific necessity
and ethical permissibility of editing human germline
DNA in order to facilitate space travel or increase the
capacity of human settlers to withstand the
physiological challenges of life on Mars. 
 
IAS Distinguished Visitor Professor Kevin Rosso from
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory visited Durham
for five days in November to provide further
collaborative input into this project, and contributed to
several seminars and interacting with the lead
investigators and the collaborating Fellows. His
expertise in modelling and microbial-geochemical
interactions will be beneficial to future research
publications.

Co-investigator Dr Kim Jamie oversaw the social
sciences aspects of the project. She led a one-day
workshop on Social Theory and Antimicrobial
Resistance; undertook a literature review; and
developed a positional paper on how social sciences
can theoretically engage with the drug discovery and
research turn towards natural materials, including clay,
as antimicrobial agents (now published, see
publications section).
 
Connecting interests and research in rural relationality
between natural and social worlds led IAS
Fellow Professor Lia Bryant (University of South
Australia) to become actively involved in the Clay
project during her Fellowship, and brought a range of
new ideas and approaches to the sociological
perspective of studying clay. Her work in rural studies
brought unexpected contributions to the project in the
generation of a collaborative study on the
‘transformative nature of clay’. With Dr Jamie she has
conducted a series of interviews and drafted a journal
article. Additional ideas exploring alternative therapies
from a sociological perspective are also being
considered, including investigating phage therapy as a
means of tackling antimicrobial resistance. Several joint
papers are planned to focus on the agentic nature of
clay and clay in the social world. Professor Bryant’s
Fellowship also allowed the chance to internationalise
her study on farmer suicide prevention by undertaking
interviews with farmer suicide prevention groups in the
UK, and in particular with the Upper Teesdale
Agricultural Support Services (UTASS) in County
Durham. 
 
The IAS supported the commissioning of eight clay pot
sculptures from Fieldhouse Pottery for a scientifically-
inspired artwork display at the IAS. Several glazes were
used to demonstrate how different combinations of
glaze physical property and colourant could contribute
to ceramic anti-bacterial properties. In an event held at
the IAS, Professor Martin Cann (Biosciences) imparted
his knowledge of glazes. As a direct result of the Clay
project, Professor Cann has become involved in the
GCRF water purification project with IAS Director for
Science, Professor Chris Greenwell, using clay mixtures
with other materials as simple filtration devices to
eliminate heavy metals and pathogenic bacteria.
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Dr Catherine Turner is the deputy director of the Durham Global Security
Institute, and a member of the Law and Global Justice Research Cluster in
Durham Law School. Her research focuses on the role of international law
and conflict, specialising in how the law regulates matters of war and
peace, including international humanitarian law, peace mediation, and
transitional justice.
 
Dr Turner was thus well placed to lead, along with Dr May Darwich
(Government and International Affairs), the IAS Major Project Mediation
for the 21st Century: connecting the local and the global. This aimed to
understand conflict, and mediation, from the perspective of those affected
by it, asking how mediation may need to adapt to accommodate the
realities of 21st Century conflict.
 
According to Dr Turner, a current major goal for the UN is to develop its
capacity for mediation and conflict prevention, marking a significant
change in its response to conflict in recent decades, which has mainly
been reactive. The current model of mediation remains located
predominantly within international security paradigms. The primary aim of
mediation remains to broker a ceasefire and restore stability to a conflict
affected state. The nature of conflict and international security has
changed significantly in the past decades, moving from inter-state to
primarily intra-state, with the impact therefore borne disproportionately
by civilians. Increasingly, agreements and pacts brokered by elite actors
such as super-powers, governments and warlords cannot address the
needs of those who have suffered most.

Drs Turner and Darwich therefore deemed it necessary to look beyond
established security models. New mediation, framed as conflict prevention,
needs to be concerned not only with ending violence but also with re-
building societies and creating the conditions that will prevent
reoccurrence. This requires the engagement of a much broader range of
actors.
 
This project asked how mediation processes could be better and more
inclusively designed to address the needs of affected populations from the
ground up. To achieve this the project leads brought together both
academics and practitioners to identify key challenges in policy and
practice, and to discuss where innovative and interdisciplinary thinking
could help to shift paradigms of mediation practice globally.
 
From the outset several objectives were demarcated, which included a
high-level international conference on mediation in Durham to support the
positioning of their work as leaders in the field, and to advance of work on
a monograph. Several papers are in development as well as a recent
special issue on ‘Ideational Aspects of Mediation’. Dr Turner (with the UN’s
Dr Martin Waehlisch) has been invited to contribute a paper on ‘UN
Peacemaking: between law and politics’ to the leading journal
International Negotiation and a special issue on UN Peacemaking at 75. Dr
Turner’s edited volume, Rethinking Peace Mediation: challenges of
contemporary peacemaking practice (Bristol University Press), is also now
in press.

Mediation for the Twenty First
Century: connecting the local and
the global

(Image above: Johanna Poutanen)
 
Three experienced practitioners were
embedded within the project for its
duration. IAS fellow Johanna
Poutanen joined from the Crisis
Management Initiative in Helsinki.
She leads the Women in
Peacemaking programme in her
organisation and is the Finnish
operational partner for the Nordic
Women Mediator’s Network. As a
senior mediation advisor, she
brought her experience to bear on all
aspects of the project from its
planning phase and during the
period of the Fellowship. Her specific
focus revolved around inclusive
mediation and women’s
participation, and she led this area of
the work, both in the design of the
women in mediation workshop, and
in the writing up of the outputs. An
anticipated outcome is a possible
policy brief targeting UK
ambassadors and mediation actors
specifically, and the global mediation
community more broadly. Her work
also informed an academic article
demonstrating the utility of role
theory, which examines how peace
process participants conceive their
own roles in a given mediation
process and the expectations that
others have about those roles. Dr
Poutanen brought a critical eye to
much of the literature in the field,
and helped the project to
understand the ways in which
academic writing is received in
practice. She developed a number of
proposals for ongoing
interdisciplinary collaboration and
development of the current project
network. 
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Ms Irene Fellin (pictured below) from the Istituto Affari Internazionali in Rome, develops and oversees the
Mediterranean Women Mediator’s Network for the Italian government. Irene was closely involved in every aspect of the
project. She brought insight on government-civil society relations and the strategies needed to consider how to
change ways of thinking about mediation and diplomacy to make them more inclusive. According to Irene, the
proliferation of women mediator networks is part of a global movement to enhance women’s participation and
influence in peace processes. Such initiatives underline the importance given by the international community to the
role of women in conflict managing and prevention, and at the same time raise awareness about the multiple
challenges and barriers that prevent women’s full and equal participation. Interest in the role women play in conflict
management and prevention is nothing new; however there is growing global attention on the use of mediation and on
the lack of women in this field. Ms Fellin’s research focused on assessing the value of women mediator networks and
their impact on the global agenda of mediation for the 21st century on one side, and on the women, peace and
security agenda on the other.
 
In February 2020, both Ms Fellin and Ms Poutanen returned to Durham for a co-convened and co-designed
academic/practitioner workshop entitled ‘Politics of Women’s Representation and Inclusion in Peace Processes’.
The third and final project Fellow, Ms Martine Miller (International Center for Religion and Diplomacy) brought her
insight into the challenges faced by religious actors in securing access to mediation process.
The project leaders are now in the final stage of negotiations with the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs to provide
bespoke training on leadership and mediation for the Mediterranean Women Mediator's Network. Dr Turner has also
launched a website 'Rethinking Peace Mediation.'
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Is it possible to apply specific approaches to ‘open
innovation’ – participatory design – in research on living
materials by engaging a variety of publics and
stakeholders in their co-creation and in shaping their
future applications?
 
The concept of living materials is an emerging topic
and this question and many more formed the
investigative basis for this interdisciplinary project. The
project, led by Professor Tiago Moreira (Sociology) and
Professor Margarita Staykova (Physics), brought five
Fellows from the physical and social sciences and the
world of art to Durham to develop and test inclusive
ways to imagine and innovate with materials. By
engaging research, art and design – using a
participatory design approach to engage stakeholders
and drawing on art as a mode of public engagement –
the project group hoped to establish a new approach
to smart material development. As well as coming
together to exchange ideas and build collaboration, the
team also sought to investigate and identify ways to
sustain and develop this research in the future.

The project explored the relationship to materials and
materiality by considering the potential of living
materials, i.e. ones that contain living cells or
organisms. It did so by combining a collaborative
physics project on fusing living bacteria with artificial
membranes with science and technology studies
conducting work on ‘Responsible Research and
Innovation’ and through public engagement, with
insights from the arts and humanities on creativity and
public engagement. The project included a series of
meetings and discussions as well as a two-day
international symposium, ‘Living Innovation’, held at St
Aidan’s College in January 2020.
 
Using concepts and techniques from participatory
design and speculative design, the team developed a
set of activities – a bacterial ‘walk-shop’, a bacterial
‘probe’, and a speculative workshop – to engage lay
and expert stakeholders on the question of the future
of living materials. Led by IAS Fellow Professor Wilson
Poon (University of Edinburgh), the Bacterio-tour, a
‘walk-shop’ which focused on participatory
engagement with bacterial fieldmarks outside the
laboratory, became central to the project’s stakeholder
and public engagement methodology. Professor Poon
also focused on the central role of disassembly in life,
and the importance of evolutionary processes in the
development of living materials.
 
The project team identified the key role of ‘more-than-
human’ standpoints in the social sciences and
humanities in reconceptualising the relationships
between living materials and their users. Hybrid arts
was a key resource to engage with the concepts and
tools of more than human theories, and this drew

Material Imagination
 
 
 
Hybrid arts was a key resource to engage with
the concepts and tools of more than human
theories, and this drew substantially on the
involvement of IAS Fellow Dr Laura Forlano, a
writer, social scientist and design researcher
whose work sits at the intersection of design,
emerging technologies and futures. She led the
application of more-than-human theories, and
established the relevance of design futures and
speculative approaches to responsible
innovation on living materials.
 
Experimental artist Alexandra Carr established
links between her artistic practice, the field of
hybrid arts, and research on the physical/
mechanical properties of bacteria. She
collaborated on exploring the role of hybrid
arts in supporting stakeholder and public
speculative participation. Her work particularly
focuses on the boundary between art, science
and technology, and she has contributed to a
wide range of interdisciplinary projects with
experts and world leading researchers from
across the sciences including chemistry,
cosmology and theoretical physics.
 
Although Covid-19 meant that the Fellowship
programme ended slightly earlier than
expected in March 2020, the successful
application to the Royal Society Apex scheme
and securing £100,000, will enable the further
development of Material Imagination and its
design methodology in collaboration with
Dr Justin Marsha (Northumbria University). This
fulfils a further project goal to establish a
regional collaborative platform between
research and social scientists, designers, artists,
as well as local biological habitats, to drive the
development of material ecosystems.

PROJECT FELLOWS

Alexandra Carr
 

Dr Laura Forlano, Illinois Institute of 
Technology

 
Professor Torben Elgaard Jensen, Aalborg
University

 
Professor Wilson Poon, University of 
Edinburgh

 
Dr Suzie Protiere, Institut Jean le Rond 
d’Alembert, Sorbonne University
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Artwork created by Alexandra Carr for Material Imagination
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Historian Dr Helen Foxhall Forbes and geoarchaeologist
Dr Karen Milek took the lead on this project, which
raised questions about society’s intellectual and social
responses to natural phenomena and environmental
changes, including climate change, in the first
millennium CE.
 
The project sought to open up new conversations
between experts across the humanities, social sciences,
and sciences, and to generate new ideas and fresh
pathways of research based on the integration of
multiple types of evidence, ranging from art and
literature to scientific data.
 

 
Through the creation of new research networks, Dr
Foxhall Forbes and Dr Milek aimed to disseminate ideas
to a wide audience, and to pool these ideas into a
series of interdisciplinary publications. During the
project, Dr Milek developed an international research
network consisting of ten ecologists and palaeo-
ecologists across seven different institutions in the UK,
Sweden, and Iceland.
 
An additional aim of the project was to submit funding
applications that would enable further expansion of
these conversations and interdisciplinary research.
 
 

Science, society and
environmental change in
the first millennium CE

Launched with a well-attended symposium in 
January 2020, between January and March a
series of case studies provided the basis for the
main project activities, representing different
parts of the world and different chronological 
periods within the time-scale covered. The case
studies were explored through two different 
types of activity. There was a series of open 
public lectures with invited speakers, including
Professor Andrew Dugmore (University of 
Edinburgh) and Professor Neil Price (Uppsala 
University) as well as talks from IAS Fellows Dr
Caroline Petit (University of Warwick) and Dr 
Anna Jones (Edgehill University); and then 
each lecture was followed by a discussion-
based interdisciplinary workshop.

This has already been realised through Dr Milek’s
application for a NERC Global Partnership Seedcorn
grant to support the aforementioned international,
interdisciplinary network project entitled
'Biogeographies in Volcanic Environments:
interdisciplinary approaches to reconstructing historic
biodiversity and species dispersal.’ The grant would
support unlocking the potential of
tephrochronologically dated palaeosols to provide
robust, long-term biogeographical data on plant and
animal communities. 
 
This project involved two IAS Fellows: Dr Anna Jones
(Edgehill University) and Dr Caroline Petit. (University
of Warwick). A workshop by Dr Jones formed the
foundation for a longer, half-day workshop in the
Archaeology Department, jointly hosted by the IAS
project and the Bioarchaeology Research Group and
Landscapes of Complex Societies Research Group.
Entitled ‘Natural Hazards, Population Dynamics,
Adaptive Landscapes: the archaeology of risk and
resilience’, the event also included a presentation by Dr
Monica Green (formerly of Arizona State University), a
leading historian of medieval medicine.
 
During her Fellowship Dr Jones’ research focus was on
land-use history and the deposition of anthropogenic
alluvium (AA) in the upper River Severn catchment in
Mid Wales (from the Neolithic period to the present),
and to link with the project she concentrated
particularly on the first millennium CE. The study
developed from discussions with Dr Milek in her
presentation at the project-opening symposium. The
principal output will be a journal article, and a further
two papers are planned. The longer-term outcome will
be the integration of land-use histories based on the
archaeological record into Dr Jones’s future work on
palaeoflood chronologies and AA.
 
Through the project seminars and workshops, Dr Jones
has begun investigating possibilities – through the use
of literary and other documentary material – for
providing evidence of environmental change. She plans
for several further collaborations with Durham scholars,
including with Dr Milek to develop a project that
examines anthropogenic alluvium sequences in
conjunction with archaeological settlement patterns
and land use.
 
Dr Petit’s paper at the project launch symposium was
entitled ‘Man and Nature in the Roman Empire: ancient
responses to environmental challenges’. While in
Durham she also engaged with colleagues in the
Department of Classics and Ancient History, finding
commonality in her work on technical language and
animals in antiquity with the research of Dr Thorsten
Fögen and Professor Serafina Cuomo.
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In addition to supporting the four major projects above and their associated Fellows, the IAS welcomed five additional
Fellows to the Institute to participate in research collaborations with other members of Durham Faculty.

Professor Janet Hoek from the University of Otago came to Durham to work with Dr Andrew Russell (Anthropology),
whose primarily research focus is on tobacco, its use and control. Professor Hoek’s research is in the growing field of
tobacco control. Her collaboration with anthropologists helped to develop a better understanding of how smoking
becomes embedded in people’s daily lives. While in Durham Professor Hoek worked on a number of projects. One
project explored vape ownership among people who have transitioned from smoking to vaping, and another project
evolved from a field trip that explored whether and how Durham Cathedral functioned as a therapeutic space.
 
Also from the University of Otago, Professor Jing-Bao Nie  (image below) joined the Fellowship to collaborate with
colleagues from Durham’s Institute for Medical Humanities and in particular its Director, Professor Jane Macnaughton.
Professor Nie also attended events within the Department of Anthropology and Durham Law School’s Centre for
Ethics and Law in Life Sciences (CELLS) and collaborated with Dr Gordon Cheung, Director of the Centre for
Contemporary Chinese Studies. His IAS lecture at Ustinov College entitled ‘From Eugenics to Human Gene Editing:
engineering life in China in a global context’, expanded upon approaches towards gene editing technologies and their
world-altering capacity.
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Professor Nelson Padilla (Pontifical Catholic University of Chile) came to
Durham to renew links with Durham’s internationally renowned Institute of
Computational Cosmology. He collaborated with Professors Carlton Baugh
and Baojiu Li and Dr Peder Norberg in a project related to alternatives to
the dark sector in the Universe, namely alternative gravities to replace
dark energy, and primordial black holes to replace dark matter.
 
Professor of Psychology, Andrea Halpern (Bucknell University) is a
cognitive psychologist and cognitive neuroscientist, and her research
involved collaboration on several projects with colleagues in Psychology
and Music. This included a study at the intersection of music and emotion,
using EEG to study brain reactions in musicians and non-musicians to cues
in music that convey emotion; a new collaborative project on the role of
instrument context in episodic memory for melodies with Dr Alex Easton;
and a project on age-related changes in speed of musical preferences.
 
Classicist Professor Bronwen Neil’s short but productive Fellowship
involved an analytical survey of embedded letters from 400-700 CE. This
allowed her to identify single letters that are usually excluded from studies
of Classical and Late Antique letter collections, and which have often been
neglected in scholarship on the subject of Late Antique epistolography.
With Durham’s Professor Roy Gibson she identified several areas requiring
further study, which provided the basis of a workshop in Durham, and
which laid the ground for a new international network of scholars working
on epistolography in Classical and Late Antiquity. The formal contributions
made by eight speakers will form a strong basis for a proposed AHRC
Standard Grant with investigators Professor Roy Gibson and Professor
Andrew Morrison (Manchester).
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In early September 2019, the IAS co-convened with the
Durham Research Methods Centre and its Director, Dr
Adetayo Kasim, a collaborative workshop entitled ‘The
Future of Evidence: a critical appraisal of robustness,
synthesis and generalisability of evidence in social
sciences and health’. Opened by Professor Christine
Merrell (Deputy Head of Faculty (Research) for Social
Sciences), several papers were given including from
Durham scholars (School of Education; the Institute of
Medical Humanities) as well as external speakers
including Professor Stephen Senn (Centre for
Methodology and Statistics at Luxembourg Institute of
Health) and Ronald Wasserstein (The American
Statistician) and Professor David Gough (EPPI-Centre). 
 The day-long workshop concluded with a facilitated
discussion led by the IAS’s Director for Social Sciences,
Professor Rob Barton.
 
The IAS also gave support to former IAS Fellow Dr
Andrew Baldwin from the Department of Geography
for a co-convened workshop with the Centre for
Cultural Ecologies entitled ‘Geo-power: what new
Earth?’ which sought to extend ongoing
interdisciplinary discussions across the humanities and
interpretive social sciences concerning the transactions
of power and the geos, and to give opportunity to
speculate on a series of questions and tensions arising
through attempts to make theory from the geos. Held
in Hatfield College, speakers included former 2017/18
IAS Fellow Professor Kathryn Yusoff, an ongoing
collaborator with Dr Baldwin.

The IAS also hosted a workshop for the London
Institute of Modern Language Research on ‘Biological
Thought and the German Left’. This brought together
established and emerging scholars to investigate how
the life sciences impacted the social and political
thought and action of the German left in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries. IAS Director for Arts and
Humanities, Professor Nicholas Saul gave the keynote.
 
Within a matter of months of entering 2020 the world
became a very different place. The emergence and
progression of Covid-19 has altered the ways in which
we live and work, and the impacts to health, society,
cultures and economies are immense. In such times,
universities can bring major expertise to bear on major
social challenges. Led by Dr Gerald Moore (Modern
Languages and Cultures), the IAS facilitated a research
conversation ‘Covid-19, Contagion, Resilience’ in May
2020, followed by a scoping event in July 2020 to
create an IAS-centred response to Covid-19. It brought
scholars from the arts, humanities, and social sciences
together to consider questions of cultural ecology,
communication and transmission, environmental
instability, as well biological, social, cultural, economic
and political vitality and resilience.

 Other activities
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Outputs
Books and articles
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In 2019/20 the IAS hosted, facilitated or supported a
large number of events and activities. These included 2
conferences, 2 lecture series with more than 20 public
lectures, 1 seminar series with over 18 seminars and 8
workshops.
 
 
Each year many publications emerge from IAS
organised activities past and present, the current
cohort of IAS Fellows, as well as from previous
supported projects and previous IAS themes over
recent years.
 
Bateman, J., Robertson, L., Marsh, L., Cameron, C.,
Hoek, J (2020) ‘An Analysis of E-cigarette Marketing in
New Zealand Tobacco Retail Outlets Prior to Legislative
Change’, Nicotine & Tobacco Research, 22(7), pp. 1221–
1224.

Battaglia, R.A, Beltran, A.S., Delic, S., Dumitru, R.,
Robinson, J.A., Kabiraj, P., Herring, L.E., Madden, V.J.,
Ravinder, N., Willems, E., Newman, R.A., Quinlan, R.A,
Goldman, J. E., Perng, M-D., Inagaki, M., & Snider, N.T
(2019) ‘Site-specific Phosphorylation and Caspase
Cleavage of GFAP are New Markers of Alexander
Disease Severity’, eLife, 8: e47789.
 
Beckmann, N., Birney, D.P., Beckmann, J.F., Wood, R.E.,
Sojo, V. & Bowman, D (2020) ‘Inter-individual
Differences in Intra-individual Variability in Personality
Within and Across Contexts’, Journal of Research in
Personality, 85, 103909.
 
Berman, FD, Hernández, G.I. (2019) 'Article 42' in
Zimmermann, A., Tomuschat, C., Oellers-Frahm, K., and
Tams, C. (eds.) Commentary on the Statute of the
International Court of Justice 3rd edn. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, pp. 1203-1214.
 
Blank, M.L., Hoek J (2020) ‘Roll-your-own Smokers’
Reactions to Cessation-efficacy Messaging Integrated
into Tobacco Packaging Design: a sequential mixed-
methods study’, Tobacco Control.
 
Bryant, L. and Williams, C (2020) 'Place and Space in
Social Work', Qualitative Social Work, 13(3), pp. 321-
336.
 

 
Callow, T.J., Lathiotakis, N.N. & Gidopoulos, N.I (2020)
‘Density-inversion Method for the Kohn-Sham Potential:
role of the screening density’, The Journal of Chemical
Physics, 152(16): 164114.
 
Cartwright, N. (2019) Nature, the Artful Modeler:
lectures on laws, science, how nature arranges the
world, and how we can arrange it better (the 2017
Carus lectures). Chicago: Open Court.
 
Di Iorio, D., Verheijden, M.L., van der Vries, E.,
Jonkheijm, P., Huskens, J (2019) 'Weak Multivalent
Binding of Influenza Hemagglutinin Nanoparticles at a
Sialoglycan Functionalized Supported Lipid
Bilayer', ACSNano.
 
Forlano, L (2020) 'The Danger of Intimate
Algorithms', Public Books.
 
Fulminante, F., Hanson, J.W., Ortman, S.G. and
Bettencourt, L.M.A (2019) ‘Where do Cities Come From
and Where are They Going to? Modelling Past and
Present Agglomerations to Understand Urban Ways of
Life’, Frontiers in Digital Humanities: Digital
Archaeology.
 
Glendall, P., Hoek, J (2020) ‘Role of Flavours in Vaping
Uptake and Cessation among New Zealand Smokers
and Non-smokers: a cross-sectional study’, Tobacco
Control.
 
Gurram, N., Thomson, G., Wilson, N., Hoek, J (2019)
‘Electronic Cigarette Marketing by New Zealand
Vendors’, New Zealand Medical Journal, 133(1506), pp.
20-33.
 

Haggart, K., Robertson, L., Blank, M-L., Popova,
L., Hoek, J (2019) 'It's Just Steam: a qualitative analysis
of New Zealand ENDS users' perceptions of
secondhand aerosol', Tobacco Control, pp. 1-6.
 
Heil, J. (2019) Philosophy of Mind: A Contemporary
Introduction 4th ed. London: Routledge.
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Heil, J. (2019) 'Must There be Brute Facts' in Vintiadis,
E. and Mekios, C. (eds.) Brute Facts. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, pp.19-27.
 
Hendry, R. F (2020) 'The Existence of Elements and the
Elements of Existence’ in Ghibaudi, E., and Scerri, E.
(eds.) What is a Chemical element? Oxford: Oxford
University Press, pp. 124- 142.
 
Hendry, R.F (2020) 'Trusting Atoms’ in Ugo Zilioli
(ed.) Atomism in Philosophy: a history from antiquity to
the present. London: Bloomsbury.

Hendry, R.F (2019) 'Elements and (first) Principles in
Chemistry', Synthese.

Hernández, G.l. (2019) 'Effectiveness' in d'Aspremont,
J., and Singh, S. (eds.) Fundamental Concepts in
International Law. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing
Ltd, pp. 237-250.
 
Hoek, J., Glendall, P., Eckert, C., Louviere, J., Ling, P.,
Popova, L (2021) 'Analysis of On-pack Messages for e-
liquids: a discrete choice study', Tobacco Control.

Leone, M. (2019) 'Hi-Fi, Lo-Fi, No-Fi, and Wi-Fi
Interpretation', Chinese Semiotic Studies, 15(3), pp. 411-
427. 

Lu, X., Thompson, W.F. (2019) 'Spatial Representations
Common to Music and Bodily Experience’ in Kim, Y.,
Gilman, S. (eds) The Oxford Handbook of Music and the
Body. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
 
Kim, Y., Gilman, S. (eds.) The Oxford Handbook of Music
and the Body. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
 
Martin-Jones, D. (2019) Cinema Against Doublethink:
ethical encounters with the lost pasts of world
history. Series: remapping world cinema, 2. London:
Routledge.
 
Miskell, G., Alberti, K., Feenstra, B., Henshaw, G.S.,
Papapostolou, V., Patel, H., Polidori, A., Salmond, J.A.,
Weisser, L., Williams, D.E (2019) 'Reliable Data From
Low Cost Ozone Sensors in a Hierarchical
Network', Atmospheric Environment, 214.
 

Nicklas, P. (2019) 'Einleitung Modellbildung und
Methoden des Künstevergleichs: Literatur und Musik' in
Nicklas, P. (ed.) Literatur und Musik im Künstevergleich
Empirische und hermeneutische Methoden. Berlin: de
Gruyter, pp.1-16.
 
Nicklas, P. (2019) Literatur und Musik im
Künstevergleich Empirische und hermeneutische
Methoden. Berlin: de Gruyter.
 
Nie, J.B., Xie, G., Chen, H., & Cong, Y (2020) ‘Conflict of
Interest in Scientific Research in China: a socio-ethical
analysis of He Jiankui's human genome-editing
experiment’, Journal of Bioethical Inquiry, 17(2), pp. 191-
201.

Nie, J.B. (2020) 'The Summit of a Moral Pilgrimage:
Confucianism on healthy ageing and social eldercare',
Nursing Ethics.
 
Nissen, M., Raffnsøe, S. and Staunæs, D. (2019) ‘Mere
End En Motiverende Samtale: eksperimenter med
motiverende æstetik’ in Krejsler, J.B., Nissen, M.,
Kousholt, K.B. (eds.) At Skulle Ville: om
motivationsarbejde og motivationens tilblivelse og
effecter. Frederiksberg: Samfundslitteratur, pp.201-228.
 
Porritt, J. (2020) Hope in Hell: a decade to confront the
climate emergency. London: Simon & Schuster.
 
Prigano, L., Morer, I., Fulminante, F. and Lozano, S
(2019) 'Modelling Terrestrial Route Networks to
Understand Inter-Polity Interactions (Southern Etruria,
950-500BC)', Journal of Archaeological Science, 105,
pp.46-58.
 
Rapport, N (2019) 'The Nature of a Cosmopolitan
Anthropology and the Nature of Human Difference',
Anuac, 8(2), pp. 225-232.
 
Scott D.T (2020) ‘The Boxing Gym as Masculine Space’,
Sport in History, 40(2).
 
Scott, D.T (2019) ‘The Art of Boxing’, The Cambridge
Quarterly, 48(4), pp. 303-23.
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Snopok, B., Laroussi, A., Cafolla, C., Voïtchovsky, K.,
Snopok, T., Mirsky, V.M (2021) ‘Gold Surface Cleaning by
Etching Polishing: optimization of polycrystalline film
topography and surface functionality for biosensing’,
Surfaces and Interfaces, 22(100818), pp.2468-0230.
 
Staunæs, D., Raffnsøe, S. and Nissen, M. (2019) ‘Alt,
Hvad Jeg Selv Behøver, Er En Lille Smule Motivation:
eksperimenter med diffraktion’ in Krejsler, J.B., Nissen,
M., Kousholt, K.B. (eds.) At Skulle Ville: om
motivationsarbejde og motivationens tilblivelse og
effecter. Frederiksberg: Samfundslitteratur, pp.43-68.
 
Strickett, E., Robertson, L., Waa, A., Blank, M-L., Erick,
S., Hoek, J (2020) ‘A Qualitative Analysis of Maori and
Pacific People’s Experiences of Using Electronic
Nicotine Delivery Systems (ENDS)’, Nicotine & Tobacco
Research.
 
Turner, C., Waehlisch, M. (2021) Rethinking Peace
Mediation: challenges of contemporary peacemaking
practice. Bristol: Bristol University Press.
 

Vijselaar, W., Kunturu, P.P., Moehl, T., Tilley, S.D, Huskens,
J (2019) 'Tandem Cuprous Oxide/Silicon Microwire
Hydrogen-Evolving Photocathode with Photovoltage
Exceeding 1.3 V', ACS Energy Letters, 4(9), pp. 2287-
2294.
 
Ward, K., Zoueshtiagh, F. & Narayanan, R (2019) ‘The
Faraday Instability in Rectangular and Annular
Geometrics: comparison of experiments with theory’
Experiments in Fluids, 60, article 53.
 
Ward, K.L., Matsumoto, S., Narayanan, R (2019) 'The
Electrostatically Forced Faraday Instability: theory and
experiments', Journal of Fluid Dynamics, 862, pp. 696-
731.
 
Wissert, L., Alberti, K., Miles, E., Miskell, G., Feenstra, B.,
Henshaw, G.S., Papapostolou, V., Patel, H., Polidori, A.,
Salmond, A.S., Williams, D.E (2020) 'Low-Cost Sensor
Networks and Land-Use Regression: interpolating
nitrogen dioxide concentration at high temporal and
spatial resolution in southern California', Atmospheric
Environment, 223.

Woodward, P.M., Pavel, K., Evans, J.S.O., Vogt, T (2021)
Solid State Materials Chemistry. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press.
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Looking ahead
Our future plans
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The IAS’s programme for 2020-21 has necessarily been reorganised in response to the Covid-19 crisis. Given the
problems the pandemic has created for international travel, and the challenges of accommodating external visitors at
this time, the usual programme of Fellows’ visits has been suspended, although there are contingent plans to bring
them to Durham in Spring/Summer 2021. In the meantime the IAS will run a full programme of virtual lectures and
seminars, and will continue to support collaborative developments of all kinds, in virtual form.
 
In the academic year 2020/21 it will support three major interdisciplinary projects. Threshold Worlds: an
interdisciplinary project on dreams, narrative and liminal cognition, seeks to address interdisciplinary methodologies on
dreams and dreaming from narrative theory to hallucination research and cognition. Quantifying the Global Risk of
Volcanic Eruptions to the Airline Industry will consider the problem of volcanic eruptions in the context of global flight
paths; and Negotiating Landscapes of Rights will examine the negotiation of rights around common resources through
a series of case studies taken from around the world. Details of the Fellows associated with these projects as well as
those collaborating with other Durham academics can be found at www.durham.ac.uk/ias.
 
Details about the IAS Directors and its staff and contact details can be found here.
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